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isitors to the Parador would do well to remember that the
earliest Valencians lived contentedly in a tribal setting. There

was always abundant hunting and fishing, and millennia ago, these
people already knew about beating the brush and hunting with snares and
traps.

During the Neolithic era, those primitive Valencians took an early
evolutionary step: they learned to domesticate both plants and animals.
Agriculture was born, and shortly afterwards, urban life. They built
settlements and lived in humble homes of mud and reeds, the
predecessors of so many others. These would latter be called barracas,
and immortalized by Blasco Ibáñez.

According to learned historians, Phoenician merchants founded the city
of Valencia along the banks of the Tiris River, later known as the Turia. It
was no easy task for the Roman legions to conquer nearby heroic
Sagunto. Those early years of history saw growing expertise in the art of
shipbuilding and navigation. At the same time the first irrigation systems
were introduced and the huerta, the surrounding fertile region of gardens
and orchards, was born. The Goths found no warm welcome in this land,
which continued along the path of “Romanization”.

Soon came the Moors, and with them the true birth of Valencia, almost
the Valencia of today: the Valencia of all time. And so, for nine centuries,
the people of Valencia worked, dressed, ate and drank, Arab in body and
soul, Arab to the marrow. Even Christian monarchs such as Alfonso II of
Aragon and Enrique IV of Castile wore Muslim garb. Pedro I of Aragon
only knew, or only wished, to sign in Arabic.

These were centuries of intermittent struggles, wars both traditional
and guerrilla, between Moors and Christians, or of Christian against
Christian and Moor against Moor. But they were, more than anything,
times of tolerance, co-existence and noble hybrids. In addition to
descendents, the Muslims left so much in this region, dressing the towns
with their names and colors. They made these lands what they are today.
They brought the secrets of science and art with them. They created the
huerta of Valencia, fertile gardens envied both at home and abroad.

After the fall of Almanzor, the city became a powerful Taifa kingdom,
until it again fell to the magic sword of El Cid in the early 12th century.
Through the acts of this valiant and mythical mercenary, the city came to
pay tribute to the Aragonese king Alfonso the Chaste.

A century later, Jaime I would appear with a thirst for conquest. The
king divided up the lands and cities in a fair and democratic way,
clearly benefiting the masses. He enacted the charters of Valencia. This
surprising city would then take on close to what would be its final
appearance. A more concrete profile of today’s Valencian people was
established, newly assertive and with their own language, different and
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unique. Also being shaped were clear urban, racial and religious
boundaries. The Jews were “settled” in the area around La Mar Street.
The Moors who had the fortune or the skill and cunning to remain after
the so-called “Reconquest” were gathered within the area of what is now
the market of Mosel Sorrel. Nearby was the tradesmen’s quarter, El
Carmen.

From the early years of the
15th century, the city would
know long and dazzling periods
of artistic, cultural and economic
splendor. The powerful Taula de
Canvis, a sort of regional
autonomous savings bank, was
created. Industry saw significant
progress: Valencian textile
manufactures attracted important
traders from the richest parts of
Europe.

At the same time many of the
most unique buildings in the city
were designed: the towers of
Serrans; the Lonja, or Exchange;
and Micalet. Italianate and
Flemish tastes are reflected in
important sculptural works and
paintings.

Valencia was not spared the dark times of the Holy Inquisition. So
intense would the climate of terror become, that it reached even the most
outstanding intellectuals, such as the Judaizing humanist Luis Vives.

All in all, Valencia has always shown how to make the best of a bad
situation. With the arrival of the 18th century, it experienced a renaissance
based on silk manufacture and tile work, crafts which are still enjoyed and
envied today. The silk-weavers’ (velluters) quarter had close to 30,000
workers at one point. These times would also be known as the glorious
and glorified century of the Enlightenment, with influences flowing in

from France. Rich was the harvest obtained from these modern influences.
One example was the Economic Society of Friends of the Country
(Sociedad Económica de Amigos del País), which successfully brought
about significant progress and practical advances in industry and culture.

The 19th century brought unexpected storms and unforeseeable
bonanzas: the Napoleonic invasions, quickly repelled by the entire peninsula;

the Parliament of Cádiz, a happy
birth and irreversible precedent to
an infant, unstable constitution.
With the resulting much-debated
and debatable seizure of church
property, uncountable assets
changed from “pious” hands to
clearly bourgeoisie fortunes.

The times were inevitably filled
with outrages and contradictions,
with revolutionary ideologies and
ongoing repressive involutions…
and then came the First Republic.
These rebellious lands gave way to
the Cantonalist uprising, instantly
put down by the troops of General
Martínez Campos, and the
overwhelming republicanism of
Blasco Ibáñez, democratic leader of

this intense period.

At the end of the 19th century, the city was flooded with a curious flow
of modernists bent on construction – later called development. In reality, it
was an urban focus capable of imposing esthetic manners and fashions,
forms of thought and ideologies impossible to imagine at the time.
Modernism invaded – fertilized – all of Valencia, even Murcia, and
Catalonia even more. But they were not alone: humbler areas were also
affected (Zamora, Palencia, Toro...). The fortunate visitor will enjoy the
many valuable examples of this which the eternal city of the Turia can still
boast.

Between the Sea

and Lake Albufera

Galicia, sleeping moon.
Valencia, waking moon.

Moon with its hands together.
Moon of open arms.

Galicia closes its eyes.
Valencia keeps them open.

Hazy clouds of the Atlantic.
Blue of the Mediterranean.

Blas de Otero

stone’s throw from the Valencia of “Las Fallas”, the most
universal festival in all Spain, stands the only hotel in the

Paradores Network located between the Mediterranean and Lake
Albufera. The Parador offers guests what can rightfully be called one of
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the best golf courses in the entire world. During the 1970s, Javier Arana,
“the master” of golf course designers, was passing through El Saler when
his expert intuition led him to imagine, dream up and then carry out its
design. His work is founded in a desire to respect every detail of the
setting, the original landscape and native plant species.

The Parador Luis Vives was built together with this magical golf course.
The hotel creates an atmosphere of joy and shared activity, the
camaraderie created by a common interest: the sport, golf.

Guests speak animatedly about the golf, evaluating and commenting on
this par-72 course: “The greens are tough, they’re enormous.” “The
fairways seem almost like avenues.” “What club did you use there?”

But the camaraderie is not only golf-related: the Parador Luis Vives is
designed so that guests can also enjoy football (soccer), tennis and
swimming. It has everything: a swimming pool, tennis courts and a
football pitch. As any traveler will imagine, the Parador hosts important
tournaments, among them the PGA European Tour.

In short, the stay here is intense, friendly and filled with stories of
shared times in the pool, on the tennis court, on the golf course.

n medieval times, daily life revolved around the Merchants’
Quarter. That first market, really half souk, became famous

throughout Spain, as well as abroad. There were stalls specializing in fish,
meat, vegetables, flowers, spices and more. It would become the
sacrosanct headquarters of trade to and from every corner of Europe. On
the site today there is another modern market
enjoyed by locals and visitors alike. It was
opened to the public in 1928.

Many parts of the city were the scene of
plagues and miracles. One example is the
miracle of the handkerchief (morcadoret in
Valencian) which Saint Vincent Ferrer
performed before the Church of Los Juanes. Or
when the saint, invited to dine, discovered that
the pious housewife had roasted the best meat
in the house, which turned out to be that of her
tender son. This scene is shown on the
magnificent tiled wall: “Here worked Saint
Vincent Ferrer the prodigious miracle of
resurrecting a boy whose deranged mother had
chopped up and cooked him as a gift to the
Saint.”

The curious visitor can today visit the Quart
and Serranos Towers, now in the center of the
city. These proud watchers are remnants of the
wall that completely enclosed Valencia in the
19th century. Night owls who found the gates
closed were sentenced to spend the night
“under the moon of Valencia”. As night fell, at
the last toll of the bells, the gates of the walled city were closed. Night
owls and the lazy were left to wait outside until dawn, lying on a
semicircular stone bench. This punishment and ritual came to be called
“staying under the Moon of Valencia”.

The city’s most golden age was during the 15th century, when the
active monetary policy of Ferdinand the Catholic made Valencia the
financial capital of the crown of Aragon. The port saw feverish activity
during this period, as Valencians enjoyed the privilege of trading with
anyone they liked. Relations with Saracens and Jews were habitual and
necessary.

Sights of a Mercantile

Middle Ages

I
That Valencia was governed by traders and artisans. Agriculture

enjoyed an unexpected boom. The industrialization of orange cultivation
would come with the audaciousness and grace of the priest Monzó, who
caused the edible variety of the juicy citrus fruit to be brought from
Murcia around 1800. The standard of living in Valencia came to be

comparable to or higher than any
other European nation.

The brilliant initiative of King
Pedro the Ceremonious gave birth
then to the “Generalitat”, the regional
autonomous government, whose
Gothic/Renaissance palace remains
today for the reverent admiration of
visitors. It was built to administer the
“general” tax, from which no one was
exempt, not even the king.

In addition to finance, this would
be the Golden Age of letters, with the
verses of Ausías March; the
chivalresque novels of Joan Martorell,
author of Tiran le Blanc; and the
allegorical religious plays of Juan de
Timoneda. Cultural activity was so
important that the first printing
presses were set up in Valencia just
seventeen years after Gutenberg’s
own.

With the arrival of Carlos V the
kingdom would know worse times: uprisings and persecution inextricably
tied up with impossible adventures, the “Germanias” which the emperor
encouraged to organize into guilds to defend themselves against the
nobility. This would become a terrible nightmare. Shortly afterwards, the
expulsion of the Moors by the royal will of Felipe III seriously reduced the
population. Ever since, from the 18th century, the old lights have been but
half lit. With the war of succession, Valencia lost its kingdom.

The 20th century arrived with a modernist air and a republican breeze
from Blasco Ibáñez and many others. Then came the dictatorship of Primo
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City of Arts

and Sciences

ll you have to do is look at them, perhaps get to know them a
bit: Valencians are definitely Phoenician, but also somewhat

Romanized, and perhaps more Arab than anything else. That is, they are
extremely creative: “… these peoples are a bit like irrigated fields, but
also like downpours and dry riverbeds...” capable of sudden and
unexpected severe floods. The nature of Valencia’s climate means that it
frequently experiences flooding. But it is also thanks to this climate that
its fields are surprisingly fertile, filled with more than just citrus fruits.
The gardens, beaches and cuisine are equally rich.

This coast possesses an abundance of unique customs and traditions,
some perhaps borrowed, such as the fireworks, possibly imported from
ancient China. Other customs also have unknown origins, such as the
cultivation of rice. Flavors, arts and skills arrived from across the seas to
these ports, where bags stuffed full of rice and many other items were
unloaded, and recipes were received which fed a nascent gastronomy. The
ships also brought farming techniques, music and verses.

Before long pleasurable times would come, almost a honeymoon period.
The reign of Valencia was able to remain Moorish without renouncing
Christianity. The centuries flowed by, and Valencia, the entire region,
came to experience another unexpected invasion. The pro-Franco armies
cornered great numbers of republican citizens in the port, forcing them to
flee. For this reason, and perhaps others, for almost half a century, the
people and lands of Valencia were severely punished and extensively
persecuted or fell into obscurity.

With the passing of time, and the healing of wounds, this city and land
have managed, slowly but inexorably, to recover, and even reaffirm the
distinguishing features of their identity. Slowly but steadily the city
succeeded, with no little effect, in unhorsing the statue of the Caudillo,
Franco, from the so-called Caudillo Square.

These peoples have also worked an unexpected miracle: domesticating
the indomitable Turia, which had been known to burst its banks, finally
giving Valencians an excuse to take action:

A

de Rivera, the war, Franco, and once again the Generalitat and a new
democracy. The square of the city hall has hopped a streetcar to Malvarrosa
Beach: Valencia begins anew.

Set aside some time to stroll through the city. Visit the cathedral and the
surrounding area. Enjoy Plaza de la Virgen (Virgen Square) and the age-
old trials of Las Aguas Tribunal. Return via the Lonja, peek into the

Palace of the Marquis of Dos Aguas. Do a bit of haggling in the street
market in Redonda Square. Take a break in the Museum of Fine Arts, and
do not forget to visit Ivam, which always has the best of contemporary art
on display. Finally, save a few hours for a visit to the modern City of
Science (Ciudad de la Ciencia), the new pride of Valencia.

It was 1977 when the river flooded with such force that it devastated
three quarters of the city. The authorities of the time took the intelligent
decision to divert the course of the furious waters. The bed, now dry,
turned out to be an excellent place to break down the barriers of these
surprising Mediterranean people. With the so-called South Plan, they
successfully diverted the course of the river far enough to remove it from
the city center. The old riverbed became, in part, a lovely garden, thanks
to the brilliant ideas of a team of architects and urban development
designers lead by Ricardo Bofill.

Quite recently, the latest democratic and pro-Valencia governments
decided to bring the city up-to-date. It would be necessary to turn
Valencia into a cultural capital – and a tourist capital – with new,
competitive attractions. And this has finally been achieved.

The City of Arts and Sciences (La Ciudad de las Artes y las Ciencias) is
a spectacular, large open space with excellently designed attractions to
foment culture, leisure and the spread of scientific knowledge. Its
appearance is daringly futuristic, and the city includes five unique
buildings: the Príncipe Felipe Museum of Science (Museo de las Ciencias
Príncipe Felipe), L’Hemisferic, the Palace of the Arts (Palau de Les Arts),
L’Oceanografic and L’Umbracle. The site is promoted wholly by the
Generalitat and was conceived primarily by Santiago Calatrava.

Félix Candelas, patron of L’Oceanografic, has succeeded in bringing
dignity to an area which has suffered a long decline: Valencia opens itself
up to its Mediterranean shore.

General opinion has it that the Palau de Les Arts is the most
adventurous work by Santiago Calatrava. It was designed to be a
cathedral of music to house opera, theater and dance performances.
Visitors find themselves immersed in a maritime setting, such is the feeling
of being aboard a modern ship.
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L’ Hemisferic is difficult to describe. It appears to be a sort of shell
emerging from an immense pool of water, some twenty-five thousand
square meters of it, and watched over by a human eye. In reality it is a
theater with a concave screen close to a thousand square meters in size. It
projects surprising displays, the
astronomical landscapes of the
universe. It is a spectacle of
overwhelming beauty.

But the flagship of the City
of Arts and Sciences is the
Museo de las Ciencias Príncipe
Felipe. Its scope is highly
ambitious: display and clarify
the secrets of science, with
particular emphasis on biology,
and most specifically, on the
most recent genetic research.
The building is a blend of art,
craft and clever daring, once
again from the master
Calatrava. Spectators are
inevitably and pleasantly
perplexed.

Just opposite the Museo de
las Ciencias a large space opens
up: L’Umbracle. Known as the sculpture walk, it holds two blue figures.
The design, also by Calatrava, centers on white concrete and playful bits

of ceramics. The area is, in reality, a large parking area: no one would ever
think it was so.

L’Oceanografic, thanks to the genius and ingenuity of Félix Candelas,
offers the astonished visitor a
voyage through the most
hidden depths and corners of
seas and oceans, lakes,
lagoons, islands and coasts.
This spectacular lesson is
spread out over a surface of
some eighty thousand square
meters. L’Oceanografic
houses around ten thousand
animals representing some
500,000 species: sharks,
dolphins, coral reefs, sea
lions, seals, walruses, bream,
giant crabs. This is today the
largest sea park in all
Europe, a surprising delight
which inevitably calls out to
the curiosity of visitors from
all walks of life.

In short, the City of Arts
and Sciences will change the

face of Valencian urban development and increase tourism. This
phenomenon can already be easily seen today.

Culinary Delights

erhaps the visitor is interested first in getting a handle on the
mussels, scallops, cuttlefish or squid before embarking on some
of the rice dishes. Bear in mind that Paella is the house

specialty at this Parador.

Look over the menu carefully in search of the thousand varieties of rice
dishes. You can be sure there will also be a Fideuá, made with noodles.
These dishes usually accompany unique local specialties such as All I
Pebre, elvers or fish in a garlic and paprika sauce; Suquet de Peix,
fish and potato soup; Figatell, round pork sausages; peppers and
tomatoes; or one of the many Salads common in Valencia.

There are many savory Soups: seafood, fish and many others. And
always stuffed peppers; Olla Churra, a pork, legume and vegetable
stew; Esgarrat, a salad of cod with roast red peppers and eggplant; and
other surprising cod dishes.

To finish off a good meal in the Valencian way, order an Armadí or
perhaps Orelletes, anisette and citrus flavored cookies; or Fartons, a
type of cigar-shaped donut for dessert. Or simply take the advice of
your waiter.

No trip would be complete without sampling some of the traditional
soups and stews. Perhaps you will find the opportunity to try Blat
Picat, a dish made from ground wheat cooked together with seasonal

P
vegetables and a variety of meats, almost all pork-based: snout, ears,
trotters, fatback, morcilla blood sausage and other savory delights.

Stews are an undying part of Valencian gastronomy: the basic
ingredients are thistles, cabbage, turnips and potatoes flavored by pork
products and very often with other legumes, garbanzos or dried beans.

If you have the desire and the time, it would not be a bad idea to visit
some of the neighboring areas to try some of their unique cooking:

In Morella you will surely find an excellent Olla Recapte, a potato
and pork stew with the finishing touch of a cured meat known here as
Tasajo; or the so-called Olla de la Plana, a stew of vegetables, haricot
beans and saffron. Olla Churra contains cured meats patiently
preserved in olive oil.

But the region holds even more surprises. Each area, and almost every
town, has its own unique variations of classic dishes and preparations.

THE SECRET RECIPES

This area is filled with rice dishes, rice which appears to be a humble
ingredient, but which offers virtually unrecognizable flavors. Valencian
cooks have mastered skillful combinations. Rice in the form of Paella
appears a very simple dish to prepare, but offers amazing results.
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Arroz a Banda seems a simple
affair, rice in fish stock without any bits
and pieces, and Arroz Negra, or
black rice, appears only to be
accompanied by squid ink. There are
hundreds of rice dishes and paellas for
visitors to enjoy, plus dozens of other
dishes offered throughout virtually the
entire area:

Mussels can be found in restaurants
or in almost every bar. There are any

number of Spanish Omelets made
with vegetables, infrequent in the rest
of Spain.

Desserts: in addition to the famous
Ice-Cream of Valencia –with fruit at
the perfect point of ripeness– the
sweetest of sweets are made using
Arab recipes.

Excursions or Incursions

Cullera, Gandia and Xátiva
Visitors who normally live far from the sea would never miss the

opportunity to enjoy a pleasant swim in the clear waters of the
Mediterranean, or neglect to take a stroll along the long beaches. From El
Saler it is simple: Cullera, Gandía and Xátiva are all very close. All of
these towns offer the sun of the Mediterranean, which tans like no other.

Gandía is the capital of the Safory region. The town has preserved the
remains of ancient splendors: some of the towers of the city walls, the
Collegiate Church of Santa María, and the Ducal Palace.

Xátiva still proudly boasts of the Valencian resistance to Felipe V. And
it is proud of its illustrious native sons: writers, painters, cardinals and
even a pope.

The town displays proof of history’s passing:
a Municipal Museum, the Almudín,
important metalwork, some traditional large
houses on Montcada Street, the Shrine of Sant
Feliú and the Convents of Sant Agustí and
Santo Domingo. The Castle presides over
Mount Vernissa.

On any of the local beaches you will find a
plethora of chiringuitos, small open-air
restaurants offering the “delicacies” of the
region. Depending on the time of year, a bit of
patience might be in order, because they can be
very popular. It is worth the wait to enjoy
Cruet de Peixe, Fish Casserole; Arroz
con Costra, a rice dish with a crispy top; All i Pebre; or the excellent
Fideua, which can easily compete with any rice.

You will never be far from an ice-cream shop: Valencian Ice-Cream
is excellent. And Horchata, a beverage made from the chufa (earth
almond) is a marvelous remedy against the Mediterranean sun.

Coveted Sagunto
These coasts have always attracted the greed and devotion of noble

warriors, covetous traders, wicked corsairs and illustrious travelers. Let

us read what the pen of Hans Christian Andersen set down as he sailed up
to these coasts during the winter of 1862:

“..the wind began to abate and the sea calmed. It was fascinating to
peer into the dark depths of the water, where brilliant fishes shone like
precious stones or flickering tongues of flame … the far-off waves edged in
foam appeared like lengthy white buildings which emerged and
disappeared into the sea … a series of radiant white houses on the coast
told us that the ship was bringing us to a city: it was the Roman city of
Sagunto, to one side of the mountain. Of its thick walls, of its towers and
amphitheaters there remain no more than ruins covered with scrub and
prickly pear...”

Today Sagunto is still a village rather than a city, with a population of
no more than some 80,000 inhabitants. But it
offers more than a few attractions: a dozen
kilometers of virtually unknown beaches, and its
back well protected by the mountains of
Calderona del Espadán.

Sagunto is also today the capital of the region
which surrounds the fields of Estivella a Carlet.
These lands are more than fertile; they are
bountiful, watered by the Palencia River. The
river flows through, unexpected, capricious and
from time to time, treacherous, but ever-present
and fertilizing.

It is believed that Sagunto was already
populated by cultured and cultivating peoples

more than five thousand years ago (as during the 3rd century before
Christ). These peoples are known as Edetani, but Greek mariners soon
reached these coasts in search of the area’s abundant riches: mining,
fishing, and so many attractive mysteries.

For similar reasons, almost all avaricious, ambitious Carthaginians soon
came to explore these rich coasts. Sagunto was at peace with the people
and culture of Rome, but the African Hannibal –intelligent and astute
invader– laid siege to the city. Its people resisted for close to a year without
food, with hardly any water, with indescribable want and difficulty.
Finally the Saguntinos were forced to abandon their pride, and they were
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enslaved. In any event, today Sagunto still boasts of
its ancient exploits and never forgotten splendor.

We can still see remnants of the castle, and parts of
the walls, which ran for almost a kilometer. This was
the site of Roman Saguntum, declared a national
monument in 1931. From the top there is a view of
the nearby Mediterranean sea.

The Roman Theater, built in the 1st century, was
the scene of events, spectacles and shows staged for up
to eight or nine thousand spectators. Its magnificent
acoustics owe much to the concave mountain face.
Today the visitor will find a renovated theater which
has been successfully adapted to the needs of the
present-day. Nearby you can visit the Calvary, built

in the mid-19th century. Here the passion and death of
Christ is reenacted every Good Friday.

Another charming relic of Sagunto is the Jewish
Quarter. Less ancient, but no less interesting is the
Church of El Salvador, dating from the time of
Jaime I, a very unusual example of “Conquest
Gothic”, in which Romanesque features have been
preserved. Santa María, located in the porticoed main
square, is more modern. It is a national monument and
a magnificent combination of Gothic and baroque
styles begun in 1334. Next to the church is a wall of
megaliths rising some 15 meters in height.
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